
Recessed, Surface & Suspended 

Polymetrics make all the 
difference
Panache uses a three layer 
refractive system and back plate, 
which provides an extremely 
uniform light distribution across the 
whole diffuser. 

LEDs are placed on the sides 
emitting light into the diffuser with 
polymeric light guides which collect 
the light and distribute across the 
diffuser.

The CCT (colour temperature) 
remains constant even when 
dimmed.

Panache LED Panel Series is an 
excellent replacement of old 
traditional 60 X 60 fittings
Ultra slim body 13mm thick but with 
an extremely rigid body frame in 
extruded aluminium natural or 
powder coated white finish. Highly 
efficient acrylic opal diffuser 
provides skylight effect. Panache is 
available in standard and with 
various dimming options.

Energy and Life
UV free and IRO of 50% energy 
saving when compared to like for 
like fluorescent modules. The 
Panache enjoys minimal and easier 
maintenance just requiring an 
occasional surface wipe down to 
maintain a pristine look and 
performance throughout its rated 
50,000 hour life.

Additional Accessory Mounting 
Options
In addition to simply “lay in” on 
traditional “T-bar” ceilings, a 
comprehensive range of recessing 
frames also allows simple mounting 
into gyprock, timber, metal ceilings. 
Features include a high quality 
universal mounting frame accessory 
allowing both surface mounting and 
pendant options. Designed to 
maintain a minimalistic profile, the 
soft edge design gives the 
impression that the Panache frame 
is completely aligned with all  types 
of mounting surfaces.

Applications
LED lighting technology is extremely 
efficient and LED recessed fixtures 
are compatible with daylight 
increased efficiency means 
significant savings for consumers 
when compared to traditional 
fluorescent. Coupled with the 
reduced need for maintenance, 
consumers will experience 
significant overall cost savings. LED 
provides superior light quality over 
traditional florescent and additionally 
there are no hazardous materials 
used in the construction of these 
fixtures.

Panache
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Visual Display Units
Louvered troffers were designed to 
address the inadequacies of older 
VDU screen construction. Curved 
CRT monitors with shiny glass fronts 
would show negative contrast light 
detail on dark background views, 
common amongst DOS based 
programs. These screens would 
reflect any bright surface (lighting, 
windows and even white shirts) as 
distracting images over “on-screen 
detail” making it difficult to read.

Modern flat screen displays have 
better reflection control and most 
software applications use 
conventional, black detail on light 
background contrast virtually 
eliminating the need for the 
restricted shielding angles of 
louvered fittings.

The key point is that low brightness 
louvered fittings were developed 
and widely applied in response to 
issues with veiling reflection images 
seen in early model VDU screens. 
The dynamics of that have now 
changed to the point where louvered 
fittings are seldom necessary so we 
can now confidently choose 
alternatives.

Dark Ceilings
Louvered, or low brightness troffers 
would generate shade patterns that 
give rise to dark upper wall sections 
and have a limited bright 
appearance within ceilings giving 
rise to a room appearance often 
referred to as the cave effect’. 
Louvered fittings with their sharp cut 
off angles set up contrast issues 
within the workspace, where 
considerably brighter horizontal 
workstation surfaces were seen in 
the same visual field as far lower 
brightness vertical surfaces of 
surrounding areas. Designers had to 
compensate with supplementary 
lighting to cater for this simultane-
ous view of contrasting surfaces. 
The dispersive light distrubution of 
the Folio projects light that reaches 
the upper walls and the uniform 
brightness of the Panache panel 
provides a bright element within the 
ceiling plane that is lacking from a 
louvered fitting. With the addition of 
dimming control, it can add a degree 
of manipulation over the whole lit 
appearance of a space that 
louvered fittings would not be able 
to match.

Vertical Illumination
A uniform vertical light helps to 
reduce the cave effect, traditional 
louvered fixtures have sharp cut 
off’s, contributing further to the 
problem of managing simultaneous 
contrast. Panache distribution 
pattern provides good vertical 
uniformity of illumination.

Uniformity
With the dispersive distribution 
pattern of Panache comes 
increased uniformity across the 
work plane and increased spacing.

Alternatively, where ‘one for one’ 
replacement is the preferred 
strategy the use of a control system 
to vary the light output levels will 
increase luminaire life and gain 
further energy savings.

Panache

EVA Layer

LED

Back Plate

Light Guide
(With Re�ector
Sheet Together)

Di�user

SPRUNG SURFACE MOUNT

PANACHE MOUNTING BRACKET

Panache Panel Size
600 x 1200mm

630mm

330mm

330mm

1230mm

630mm

Panache Panel Size
300 x 600mm

Panache Panel Size
300 x 300mm

Panache Panel Size
300 x 1200mm

Panache Panel Size
600 x 600mm

330mm

330mm
630mm

630mm

1230mm

Recessed, Surface & Suspended 
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Specification:
Ultra-slim profile ceiling recessed 
16W/26W/39W/54W LED panel. 
Uniformity with 90% LOR. LEDs are 
mounted on the sides to avoid bright 
spots. High luminous efficacy, zero 
light spill from back sides, extruded 
aluminim housing seamless smooth 
profile. Durable UV stabilised acrylic 
opal diffuser and IP40 rated.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+45°C 
ambient temperature.

Secondary side is fitted with a quick 
connect socket.

MacAdam ellipse 2 ensure colour 
consistency.

4000K colour temperature as 
standard.

Available colours 3000K, 4000K, 
5000K and 6000K optional.

No IR, No Mercury.

50,000 hours long life, low 
maintenance. Dimming Options:

DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.Applications:
Offices, Hospitals, Schools, 
Universities, Circulation Areas, 
Kitchens, Receptions, Lobbies, 
Meeting Rooms and Contemporary 
Living Areas.

Materials/Finish:
Extruded Aluminium housing 
seamless smooth profile. Durable 
UV stabilised acrylic opal diffuser.

Recessed IP40

Panache
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Features:
90% light transmission with perfect 
‘uniformity’.

High luminous efficacy.

Frosted UV stabilized diffuser 
ensures low glare and provides wide 
uniform distribution.

Specially designed LPG reflector 
layer captures maximum light.

The reflector sheet is uniformly 
pressed by an automatic machine to 
avoid any dark spots throughout its 
life.

High quality construction and mitred 
edges.

Wide choice of panel sizes.

Lay-in standard T-bar ceiling as 
standard version.

Brackets available for dampa or 
concealed grid ceilings.

Accessories are available for 
surface and pendant mounting.

Accessory recessing frame for 
gyproc and other ceiling types.

Tool less plug and plug-in system.

Driver mains terminals are fitted with 
a flex and plug.

Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

* Specify for other colour temperatures and sizes.

143454

54W

120°

4000K

4650

1195 x 595

143439

39W

120°

4000K

3470

595 x 595

143426

26W

120°

4000K

2730

595 x 295

143416

16W

120°

4000K

1470

295 x 295

W

13mm
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Recessed IP54

Panache
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Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

* Specify for other colour temperatures and sizes.

144454

54W

120°

4000K

4650

1195 x 595

144439

39W

120°

4000K

3470

595 x 595

144426

26W

120°

4000K

2730

595 x 295

144416

16W

120°

4000K

1470

295 x 295

W

13mm

L

Specification:
Ultra-slim profile ceiling recessed 
16W/26W/39W/54W LED panel. 
Uniformity with 90% LOR. LEDs are 
mounted on the sides to avoid bright 
spots. High luminous efficacy, zero 
light spill from back sides, extruded 
aluminim housing seamless smooth 
profile. Durable UV stabilised acrylic 
opal diffuser and IP54 rated.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+45°C 
ambient temperature.

Applications:
Kitchens, Pantries, Aquariums and 
Wet Areas.

4000K colour temperature as 
standard.

Available colours 3000K, 4000K, 
5000K and 6000K optional.

No IR, No Mercury.

50,000 hours long life, low 
maintenance.

Dimming Options:
DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.
Materials/Finish:
Extruded Aluminium housing 
seamless smooth profile. Durable 
UV stabilised acrylic opal diffuser.

Features:
90% light transmission with perfect 
‘uniformity’.

High luminous efficacy.

Sealed IP54 from all directions.

Frosted UV stabilized diffuser 
ensures low glare and provides wide 
uniform distribution.

High quality construction and mitred 
edges.

Wide choice of panel sizes.

Lay-in standard T-bar ceiling as 
standard version.

Brackets available for dampa or 
concealed grid ceilings.

Accessories are available for 
surface and pendant mounting.

Accessory recessing frame for 
gyproc and other ceiling types.

Tool less plug and plug-in system.

Driver mains terminals are fitted with 
a flex and plug.

Secondary side is fitted with a quick 
connect socket.

MacAdam ellipse 2 ensure colour 
consistency.
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Mellow

Recessed

Features:
Recessed ultra slim led panel fixture 
with edge lit technology.

Highly uniform non-glare frosted 
diffuser for high output technology 
with large visible area.

Laser printed PMMA light guide with 
95% reflective film.

Ideal replacement to meet today’s 
energy saving requirements and 
mandatory regulations by various 
authorities.

Highly bright uniform light output.

60% energy saving.

No Maintenance.

5000K colour temperature as 
standard.

Available colours 4000K, 5000K and 
6000K optional.

No IR, No Mercury.

50,000 hours long life, low 
maintenance.

Compatiable with various dimming 
control systems and all false ceiling 
types.

cd/klm        C0-C180        C90-C270        n=90%

Reflective film
LED Chips

LED Chips

LGP light guide plate

Extra white diffuser

Reflective film

LGP light guide plate

Extra white diffuser

Aluminium frame

Aluminium frame

Applications:
Offices, Meeting Rooms, Clean 
Areas, Hospitals, Laboratories, 
Class Rooms and Large Corridors.

Materials/Finish:
Extruded aluminium housing frame 
with smooth profile, durable UV 
stabilised diffuser.

Specification:
Recessed ultra slim 42W/65W LED 
panel. Uniformity with Laser printed 
PMMA light guide with 95% 
reflective film. LEDs are mounted on 
the sides to avoid bright spots. High 
luminous efficacy, zero light spill 
from back sides, extruded aluminim 
housing seamless smooth profile. 
Durable UV stabilised acrylic opal 
diffuser and IP40 rated.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+40°C 
ambient temperature.

Optional self contained or central 
battery emergency lighting versions 
available on request.

*Standard product suitable for 
exposed “T” grid ceilings, specify for 
other ceiling types at ordering.

12

595

595 595

11951195

295138



* Specify for other colour temperatures.

Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

225042

42W

112°

5000K

3600lm

595 x 595

225142

42W

112°

5000K

3600lm

295 x 1195

225065

65W

112°

5000K

5550lm

595 x 1195

Dimming Options:
DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.

Ta
40°C

V
240

IP
40

CRI
85

Mellow

Recessed

Accessories
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Indi I

Features:
Curved anti-glare opal diffuser for 
direct flash indirect light output.

Excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR.

High luminous efficacy.

Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white.

Durable UV stabilized acrylic soft 
light diffuser.

No light spill from back or sides.

Integral LED driver.

Highly bright uniform light output.

60% energy saving.

No Maintenance.

4000K colour temperature as 
standard.

Available colours 3000K, 4000K, 
5000K and 6000K optional.

No IR, No Mercury.

50,000 hours long life, low 
maintenance.

Compatiable with various dimming 
control systems.

Direct replacement of T5 and T8 
fixtures.

Optional self contained or central 
battery emergency lighting versions 
available on request.

*Standard product suitable for 
exposed “T” grid ceilings, specify for 
other ceiling types.

Specification:
Recessed 42W/44W LED fixture, 
excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR, high luminous efficacy, 
zero light spill from back or sides, 
sheet steel housing powder coated 
white. Durable UV stabilized acrylic 
soft light diffuser.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+40°C 
ambient temperature.

Materials/Finish:
Sheet steel housing powder coated 
white. Durable UV stabilized acrylic 
soft light diffuser.

cd/klm        C0-C180        C90-C270        n=90%

Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

116444

44W

125°

4000K

4300lm

1195 x 295

* Specify for other colour temperatures.

116442

42W

125°

4000K

4300lm

595 x 595

Dimming Options:
DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.

Ta
40°C

V
240

IP
40

CRI
85

595

595

570

70 70

270

1195

295

Recessed

Applications:
Offices, Retails, Hospitals, Schools 
and Large Indoor Open Areas.
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Indi II

595

595

570

80

1195

80

570

595

cd/klm        C0-C180        C90-C270        n=90%

Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

116450

50W

120°

4000K

5600lm

1195 x 595

* Specify for other colour temperatures.

116438

38W

120°

4000K

4300lm

595 x 595

Features:
Excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR.

High luminous efficacy.

Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white.

Durable UV stabilized acrylic soft 
light diffuser with large area for 
wider distribution of light

No light spill from back or sides.

Integral LED driver.

Highly bright uniform light output.

60% energy saving.

No Maintenance.

4000K colour temperature as 
standard.

Available colours 3000K, 4000K, 
5000K and 6000K optional.

No IR, No Mercury.

50,000 hours long life, low 
maintenance.

Compatiable with various dimming 
control systems.

Direct replacement of T5 and T8 
fixtures.

Optional self contained or central 
battery emergency lighting versions 
available on request.

*Standard product suitable for 
exposed “T” grid ceilings, specify for 
other ceiling types.

Specification:
Recessed 38W/50W LED fixture, 
excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR, high luminous efficacy, 
zero light spill from back or sides, 
sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white. Durable UV 
stabilized acrylic soft light diffuser.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+40°C 
ambient temperature.

Materials/Finish:
Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white. Durable UV 
stabilized acrylic soft light diffuser.

Dimming Options:
DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.

Recessed

Applications:
Offices, Retails, Hospitals, Schools 
and Large Indoor Open Areas.

Ta
40°C

V
240

IP
40

CRI
85
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Comfort

cd/klm        C0-C180        C90-C270        n=90%

595

595

570

70

Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

115444

44W

125°

4000K

4300lm

1195 x 295

* Specify for other colour temperatures.

115442

42W

125°

4000K

4300lm

595 x 595

Ta
40°C

V
240

IP
40

CRI
85

Features:
Ideal LED recessed fixture for 
numerous applications.

Excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR.

High luminous efficacy.

Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white.

Durable UV stabilized acrylic soft 
light prismatic diffuser.

No light spill from back or sides.

Integral LED driver.

Highly bright uniform light output.

60% energy saving.

No Maintenance.

4000K colour temperature as 
standard.

Available colours 3000K, 4000K, 
5000K and 6000K optional.

No IR, No Mercury.

50,000 hours long life, low 
maintenance.

Compatiable with various dimming 
control systems.

Direct replacement of T5 and T8 
fixtures.

Optional self contained or central 
battery emergency lighting versions 
available on request.

*Standard product suitable for 
exposed “T” grid ceilings, specify for 
other ceiling types at ordering.

Specification:
Recessed 42W/44W LED fixture, 
excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR, high luminous efficacy, 
zero light spill from back or sides, 
sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white. Durable UV 
stabilized acrylic soft light diffuser.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+40°C 
ambient temperature.

Applications:
Offices, Retails, Hospitals, Schools 
and Large Indoor Open Areas.

Materials/Finish:
Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white. Durable UV 
stabilized acrylic soft light prismatic 
diffuser.

Dimming Options:
DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.

70

270

1195

295

Recessed
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Spekter

Recessed

Ta
40°C

V
240

IP
40

CRI
85

Features:
Uniquely designed 60 X 60 LED 
recessed fixture for numerous 
applications.

Excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR.

High luminous efficacy.

Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white finish.

Highly efficient smooth heat 
resistant PC lens for soft light 
distribution.

No light spill from back or sides.

Integral LED driver.

Highly bright uniform glare free light 
output.

White cells using COB LED.

60% energy saving.

No Maintenance.

5000K colour temperature as 
standard.

Available colours 4000K, 5000K and 
6000K optional.

No IR, No Mercury.

50,000 hours long life, low 
maintenance.

Compatiable with various dimming 
control systems.

Direct replacement of T5 and T8 
parabolic louvre fixtures.

Optional self contained or central 
battery emergency lighting versions 
available on request.

*Standard product suitable for 
exposed “T” grid ceilings, specify for 
other ceiling types at ordering.

Specification:
Recessed 44W LED fixture, 
excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR, high luminous efficacy, 
zero light spill from back or sides, 
Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white. Highly 
efficient smooth heat resistant PC 
lens for soft light distribution.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+40°C 
ambient temperature.

Applications:
Offices, Retails, Hospitals, Schools 
and Large Indoor Open Areas.

Materials/Finish:
Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white. Durable UV 
stabilized acrylic soft light opal cell 
diffuser.

595

595

570

80 80

270

1195

295
cd/klm        C0-C180        C90-C270        n=90%

Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

225144

44W

85°

5000K

3800lm

 295 x 1195

* Specify for other colour temperatures.

225044

44W

85°

5000K

3900lm

595 x 595

Dimming Options:
DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.
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Softlite

Specification:
Recessed 40W LED fixture, 
excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR, high luminous efficacy, 
zero light spill from back or sides, 
sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white, aluminium 
reflector with anodized finish. 
Durable UV stabilized acrylic soft 
light diffuser.

LED’s life 50,000 hours, fixture 
suitable to operate in -25°C~+40°C 
ambient temperature.

Applications:
Softlite is suitable for Offices, 
Reception Areas and Conference 
Rooms.

Materials/Finish:
Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white, aluminium 
reflector with anodized finish. 
Durable UV stabilized acrylic soft 
light diffuser.

595

595

570

70
cd/klm        C0-C180        C90-C270        n=90%

Item Code

Wattage

Beam Angle

Colour Temp.

LED lm

Dim.(mm)

116540

40W

110°

5000K

4100lm

595 x 595

* Specify for other colour temperatures.

116440

40W

110°

4000K

4000lm

595 x 595

Dimming Options:
DSI & DALI dimming.

1~10 V dimming.

Ta
40°C

V
240

IP
40

CRI
85

Features:
Unique round light profile fitted in a 
60 X 60 metallic frame LED fixture.

Excellent uniformity with more than 
90% LOR.

High luminous efficacy.

Sheet steel aluminium housing 
powder coated white.

Durable UV stabilized acrylic soft 
light circular diffuser.

No light spill from back or sides.

Create living environment by 
illuminating ceiling, walls and 
working plane.

Integral LED driver.

Highly bright uniform light output.

60% energy saving.

No Maintenance.

Available in 4000K and 5000K 
colour temperature.

Life exceeding 50,000 hours.

Environmental friendly, No IR, No 
UV, No Mercury.

Compatiable with various dimming 
control systems.

Optional self contained or central 
battery emergency lighting versions 
available on request.

*Standard product suitable for 
exposed “T” grid ceilings, specify for 
other ceiling types.

Recessed
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